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Joomla 1.6 beta 3 partial compatibility
  

This Jms multisites version contain several update to provide a partial compatibility with Joomla
1.6 beta 3.
Between the Joomla 1.6 alpha and beta a lot of refactory were performed by Joomla and that
have broken some Joomla 1.5 / 1.6 compatibility.

  

This version reduce the compatibility problem between Joomla 1.5 and 1.6 but some Jms
Multisites functionality are still not working with Joomla 1.6. We know that the JMS tools and the
layout are still not working and that the new Joomla 1.6 submenu processing provide identical
text for all the submenu. In addition, the language files processing were totally rewritten by
Joomla and now it is no more allowed to enter html tags into the language file.
All these issues are not yet solved.
This is the reason why we still consider this Jms Multisites version as a alpha version event if
the JMS kernel is not modified and is identical between Joomla 1.5 and 1.6.

  Jms Multisites bug fixes
    
    -  When updating an existing slave site, check if it was located in a flat structure to force this
format in case where the letter tree is enabled. This allow to resave the configuration using the
same format.   
    -  Fix the delete of a slave site when using the letter tree to avoid delete recursivelly all slave
site under a give letter tree entry.   
    -  Fix the computation of the list of slave sites when this processed is called from a website
where the then "multisites" directory is a link.   
    -  Fix a bug introduced when implementing the "letter tree" concerning the filtering of slave
site and that affect the list of slave site that can be displayed in the front-end.   
    -  Remove a warning in the "installation" to hide a warning on set_time_limit() when the call
to this function not allowed by a server that have the safe mode enabled.   
    -  Add the possibility to UpdateStatus on All the websites.  

  

  Bundled with Jms Multisites Patch definition version 1.2.38
    
    -  Add Joomla 1.6.0 beta 2 compatibility.  
    -  Add JMS Tools (install) definitions for :

- Joomla Flash Uploader, synk, Akeeba Backup, Blue Flame Forms For Joomla, Extended
Menu, JB FAQ, JB Slideshow, JEV Location, Spec Images, JVideo!, JoomLoc
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Incompatibility with RocketThemes RokDownloadBundle version 1.0.1
The new RokDownload component is packaged into a RokDownloadBundle that install the

RokDownload component as a core joomla component.
JMS Multisites does not provide interface to install "core component" that normally are the

one present when installing the joomla cms.µ   
    -  Add sharing definition for:

- JoomLoc  
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